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The digital currency founded by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009 2009 challenges everything we've
come to accept about money, financial institutions, and even government.com's Jose Pagliery
details digital currency's origins, how the system works, and how Bitcoin is used today. Pagliery

also explores the dark side of Bitcoin, including interviews with the FBI and a Bitcoin
entrepreneur currently in federal government prison.Gox. Bitcoin: ALL YOU NEED to learn About
the Digital Currency Revolution offers a detailed look at the impact and future implications of
digital currency. CNNMoney. The currency is anonymous and will be traded internationally-

without the fees, government regulation, and oversight by banks and government-supported
securities. The publication also examines the economic impact of an electronic, global

currency, including perspectives from free marketplace proponents such as for example Ron
Paul to federal government regulators who defend the need for central banks. But Bitcoin isn't

without risk-the currency's worth offers fluctuated wildly since inception, and $400 billion
suddenly disappeared over night with the fall of Mt. Bitcoin is vital reading for anyone looking
to understand a monetary innovation which will forever change how exactly we think about

money.
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That is Essential Reading on Bitcoin That is a must-read for anybody genuinely interested in
focusing on how digital currencies work, through in-depth investigation, powerful interviews that
provide a worldwide perspective, and insights in to the risks surrounding many new
currencies.I've go through this reserve a few times right now, and with the recent explosion in
cryptocurrency buzz, this publication is indispensable. There's a lot of misinformation out there
(or no information whatsoever), and this is one of the initial books to take a holistic,
investigative approach to the topic. Really appreciated what I feared was going to be
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considered a technical, geeky book.With all of the complexities of mining, hashing, public and
private keys, and ledgers, this book eloquently and succinctly outlines the objective, flaws,
opportunities, and possibilities latent in cryptocurrency, in a way that I haven't really found
elsewhere. Four Stars This book is a very good basic introduction to the world of bitcoin.
Recommend! It illustrates the potential pitfalls as well as the promises of a decentralized
automobile of value in terms that are clear and using contexts that produce the principles
easy to comprehend This work offers a well-formed narrative that focuses on what bitcoins are,
where they originated from, and what the idea means to real people participating in different
facets of the cryptocurrency's economy.! It's clear that the author has thoroughly researched
the subject and knows it comprehensively, bringing to bear his considerable experience as a
journalist for a world-class media outlet and his skills as a article writer for the edification of his
market. What is Bitcoin ? Good overview and explanation concerning this exciting
cryptocurrency. I've not read this entire book yet, but having this paper imprinted in this reserve
is a huge plus. Not a lot about Blockchain 2.! Five Stars Insightful, helpful, and quite inspiring..
Like this book! Timely ; I discovered a whole lot.This book is essential reading for anyone
performing cryptocurrency research, or just getting a well-researched, highly-detailed,
unbiased perspective on bitcoin and digital currencies. Original "White Paper," "Bitcoin: A Peer-
to-Peer Electronic Money System" included In the Appendix the initial "White Paper," "Bitcoin: A
Peer-to-Peer Digital Cash System," by "Satoshi Nakamoto" is printed, which can be an
interesting read. Distributed economics and fintech discussions are explained however, not too
technically. This was the paper that began it all.There are "Notes," but unfortunately no index. I
recommend it for anyone interested in this new technology A comprehensive and fair appear
at Bitcoin. (Or a geek. wow. Plus, there are excellent historical nuggets on the development of
currency. I also appreciate that the writing design balances complexity and rigorous
researched, all without sacrificing readability. And I'm no tech. I recommend it for anyone
interested in this new technology.! If they can't fact check the article how do we expect a
precise book!? "400 billion abruptly disappeared overnight with nov Mt.Gox." You imply 460
MILLION! It illustrates the potential pitfalls along with the promises of a decentralized
automobile of value in conditions that are obvious and using contexts that produce the
concepts easy to grasp. MILLION!! not BILLION! Good customer support.) Fact-check Maybe?
And it was over the course of a long time!0. there are great historical nuggets in the evolution
of currency Fascinating, very readable description of how Bitcoin works, and more importantly
the powerful implications and potential of digital cash. One only desires that Jose Pagliery
would continue composing even more on bitcoins, as he's truly an investigative writer...! Very
informative This is very informative. a Needed worth in today's world.
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